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Abstract 
Let G be a locally compact group and G be its dual space. One of the 
fundumental problems in the representation theory is to describe the dual space 
of a given group . In general, the dual space is not a Hausdorff space. Hence , 
it is difficult to describe its topology. Even when G is of type I, G is only a To 
space. But it is known that G cantains an open Hausdorff dense subset in this 
case. This suggests us to study the local structure of (5, that is the locally closed 
subsets of G. 
This thesis is a survey on the works of P.Green. We are going to see how to 








將會使用Tw i s t e d crossed products的理論去硏究對偶空間的局部性質. 
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Introduction 
This thesis is a survey on the twisted crossed products, based on the works of 
P.Green ( [7] ). This thesis is divided into 6 chapters. 
In chapter 1, we give some basic knowledge of Hilbert C*-modules. 
Ill chapter 2，we give the definition of twisted crossed products and their basic 
properties. 
In chapter 3，we will compare the imprimitivity-bimodules for crossed prod-
ucts and twisted crossed products. And then we will study the induced represen-
tations theory of twisted crossed products. 
In chapter 4, we will study the ideal theory of twisted crossed products which 
is the generalization of Fell's and Mackey's works in the case of groups. 
In chapter 5, we will study the Mackey Machine in the version of twisted 
crossed products. 
In chapter 6, we will discuss Abelian system which occurs in the Mackey 
Machine. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 General Theory of C* algebras 
Prom now on, A denotes a C* algebra throughout this sections, all the results 
can be found in 
Definition 1.1.1. 
(i)B is called a C* subalgebra of A if B is a closed *- suhalgebra of A. 
(ii)I is called an ideal of A, if it is a two side ideal of A and norm closed. 
(iii)A+ = {a, the spectrum of a is nonnegative} is called the positive part of A. 
Theorem 1.1.2. Given a Banach *-algebra B andcj): B ——A a *-homomorphism, 
we have: 
(i) 0 is norm decreasing. 
(a) If B is C* algebra, then (j){B) is C* subalgebra of A. Furthermore if is 
injective, then <p is an isometry. 
Thus we see that every C*-algebra admits a unique C* norm. 
6 
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Theorem 1.1.3. If I is an ideal in A, then A/I is a C* algebra. 
Definition 1.1.4. A linear functional r is called a state of A if it satisfies the 
following two conditions 
(i) r(A+)Ci?+U{0} . 
问 IMI = 1. 
Definition 1.1.5. A representation of A is a pair (TT^HT,), where HT, is Hilbert 
space and TT .: A ——> B(1-LT^) is a *-homomorphism. 
Theorem 1.1.6. (GNS construction) Let r a state of A. Then r induces a 
representation (tTt-jHtt^) of A and there exists a vector�such that T(a)=< 
T T R ⑷ “ ( ^ T T 〉 ’ V A G A. 
Definition 1.1.7. The representation iVu = 0res(>i) ^^ is called the universal 
representation of A. And its image is called the universal C* algebra of A. 
Remarks 1.1.8. The universal representation tt^  of A is faithful i.e. it is an 
injective *-homomorphism. 
A. 
Prom now on, A denotes the sets of all unitary equivalent irreducible repre-
sentations of A. And an ideal of A is said to be primitive if it is the kernel of an 
irreducible representation of A. Prim(A) denotes the set of all primitive ideals of 
A 
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Definition 1.1.9. Let S be a subset ofFnm(A) and I be an ideal of A, 
The set ker S = P is called the kernel of S. 
Pes 
And the set {P G Prim(A), P D 1} is called the hull of I 
Theorem 1.1.10. For each subset S ofFnm.(A). If we let 
S = hull(ker5) 
“—“is a closure operation on Prim(A). 
Definition 1.1.11. Using the above closure operation defined in Theorem 1.1.10, 
we can endow a topology on Prim(yl)，such that Prim(^) is a locally compact TQ 
Baire space. This topology is called the Jacob son topology o/Prim(A). Prim(A) is 
called the primitive ideal space space of A. 
/S A 
Using the quotient map (p : A ——^ Prim(A), 0(7r) = ker(7r), tt G A. A is endowed 
with the initial topology . A is called the dual space of A. 
Theorem 1.1.12. The following condition are equivalent. 
(i) for every irreducible representation (tt, HTT) of A, 7r(A) contains the set of 
all compact operators on H-^ • 
(ii) A is a Tq space. 
(iii) The quotient map from A to Prim(A) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: See [10]. 
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Theorem 1.1.13. Suppose that I is an ideal of C* algebra A. Let tt/ = {tt G 
A, kevK 2 /} and TT^ = {TT e A, kem D I}. � 
Define 
i : TT/ ——I ， i{n) = 7r|/, tt G tt, 
p ： TT^  ^ (A/1) ’ /9(7r) = TT o g,7r G TT^  
where q is the quotient map from A to A/I 
Then both are homeomorphism, moreover tt/ is an open subset of A and tt! 
is a closed subset of A. 
Proof : See [3]. 
Theorem 1.1.14. Suppose I is ideal ofC* algebras A. Let Aj = {J e Prim(yl), J ^ 
/} and A^ = {J e P r i m � ’ J D I}. 
Define 
i - . A i — ^ Prim(/) , = J n / ’ J e / l / 
Fvim(A/I) ’ p(J) = J/I, J eA^ 
Then both are homeomorphisms. Moreover, Aj is are open subset o/Prim(y4i) 
and A^ is a closed subset ofPvim{A). 
Proof : See [3 . 
From now on, A" denotes the enveloping Von Neumann algebra of A. It is 
well known that it is isometric onto the double dual space of A. 
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Definition 1.1.15. Given a C* algebra A. We define 
M(A) = {x e A', xa = ax,Va e 斗 
Then M(A) is a C* algebra containing A as an essential ideal(i.e. Suppose J is 
non-zero ideal in M{A), J n A # {0}) and is called the multiplier algebra of A. 
Definition 1.1.16. Given a C* algebra A, denote B(A) the Banach space of all 
bounded linear operators from A to A. 
V{A) - {(L,i?) G BiA)xB{A),L{ab) = L{a)b,R{ab) = aR(b), L(a)b = aR{b),\fa,b e A}. 
Given S G B(A), we put S*{a) = (S(a*))\ae A. 
For (Li,i?i) G V{A), we define 
(L, i?) + (Li,i?i) = (L-hLuR + Ri) 
11(^ ,^ )11 = iii^ ii = \m 
T>{A) becomes a C* algebra ( See [10] ) and pair (L, R) G T>(A) is called a double 
centralizer of A. 
Remarks 1.1.17. Given C* algebras A, let x G A** and L^, Rx G B{A) given by 
L^a = xa, Rxd � ax, a G A, Then the map 
is *-isomorphism and A is an essential ideal in T>(A) via this isomorphism. 
Proof : See [11]. 
Theorem 1.1.18. Given C* algebras A, B’ suppose (f): A ~ B is *-homomorphism 
and non-degenerate(i.e.[(p{A)B] = B), then 0 have extension from M{A) to 
M(B). 
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Theorem 1.1.19. Given C* algebras A, suppose (jr,HTr)is a faithful representa-
tion, then TT can extend to a faithful representation � of M.{A). 
1.2 Hilbert Modules and Induced representa-
tions 
Definition 1.2.1. A pre-C* algebra A is a normed *-algebra whose completion 
is a C* algebra. 
Definition 1.2.2. If Bq is a pre C* algebra, then a right(resp. left) pre-Hilbert 
BO-module is a right BO(resp. left)-module Xq( vector space over C) equipped with 
Bo-valued pre-inner product < .,. >BO satisfying 
(1) < < e , " � S o = < " ’ < e � * B o and < ^ , ( > > O f o r a l l ^ , r i e X o 
(2) < I r]b >Bo=< IJ >Bo K resp. < r] >BO= >bJ for all e XO,b e BQ. 
(3) The linear hull of {< ^.rj ^ ^ o } is dense in Bq. 
As B is a C* algebra, then X is called a right (resp. left) Hilbert B-module if 
there is a B-valued inner product on X, which satisfies the conditions (1), (2), 
(3) such that < K > > 0 for all ^ ^ 0 and X is complete with respect to the 
norm HCll = II < C > 
Definition 1.2.3. Given a left (resp right)Hilbert module X over a C* algebra 
B, let C{X) be the set of all continuous linear operators from X to X. An 
element T G C{X) is said to be adjointable, if there exists R e C{X), such that 
< V >B=< G Rrj >B, for all e X 
We denote 
Cb{X) = {TE C(X),T is adjointable} 
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Theorem 1.2.4. Given a left (resp right)Hilbert module X over B, then Cb{X) 
is a C* algebra. And for all T e CB{X), T is B linear, i.e.T{xb) = T{x)b(resp 
T(bx) = bT(x))，3:GX,b6B. 
Proof: See [12]. 
Theorem 1.2.5. Given a left (resp right) Hilbert module X over B, then T e 
^b(X) iff 
(i) there exists a constant M, < TU >B< M < >B, for all ^ e X and 
{ii) there exists linear operator R from X to X, such that < >B=< RY G X 
Proof: See [12]. 
Definition 1.2.6. Let A he a C* algebra and X be a Hilbert module over C* 
algebra B. X is called A rigged if there exists a non-degenerate *homomorphism 
0 : A ——> CB(X). We write (f){a)x = a • x^a e A,x e X. In this case, X is also 
called an A — B bimodule. 
Theorem 1.2.7. Let X be an A — B bimodule and (tt, HT^) be a representation 
of B. Then 
(i) there is an inner product < �> on X Qb 九tt satisfying 
< x^^.y^rj >=< 7r(< y,x >5)^ ,77 > 
where x,y e e TC-^. 
(ii) Let HT, be the completion of XQb ^tt with respect < .， . � . Then there is a 
representation Ind^-K of A satisfying 
Ind�TT�a){x (g) 0 = a- x^^ 
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where a E A,x e X,^ e H-,,. 
Proof: See [12], [13]. 
Definition 1.2.8. Let X be an A — B Hilbert bimodule and (兀，丑冗)be a repre-
sentation of B, then Ind^n in Theorem 1.2.7 is called the induce representation 
o/tt induced from B to A via the module X. 
Definition 1.2.9. Suppose that BQ and AQ are pre-C* algebras.A BQ — AQ pre-
imprimitivity bimodule XQ is a left pre-Hilbert BQ and right pre-Hilbert AQ bimod-
ule XQ satisfying the conditions: 
(1) >Ao=< 6 V >Bo C for all "，C e Xo 
(2) < KM >A,< IH|2 < <e乂 >>io and < >Bo< llaf < >丑。for all 
b e B,^ e x,a e A. 
If B and A are C* algebras, then a B — A imprimitivity bimodule is a left Hilbert 
B and right Hilbert A bimodule X, satisfying Condition (1) and (2) above. Two 
C*-algebras B and A are said to be Morita equivalent if there exists a B — C 
imprimitivity bimodule X. 
Theorem 1.2.10. Morita equivalent is an equivalent relation. 
Proof : See [12]. 
Theorem 1.2.11. Let X he a B - A imprimitivity bimodule，{TT.HT^) be a rep-
resentation of B. Then we have 
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(i) Ind^TT is irreducible, if tt is irreducible. 
(a) Ind^llnd^-K) is unitary equivalent to tt. 
Furthermore, i /(tti , T^vn), 九冗2)肌已 representations of B and tti �TT2, then 
Ind^TTi ~ Indq7V2 . 
Hence we have a natural mapping Ind^ : B ——A and this mapping is a homeo-
morphism. 
Proof: See [12], [13]. 
Theorem 1.2.12. Given B — A imprimitivity bimodule X, let J be an ideal of 
B’• Then there exists a unique ideal K of A, such that 
[K • X] = closed linear span of {k • x,k e K,x £ X} 
= closed linear span of {x • e J^x e X} = [X • J] 
Denote X{B)^X{A) be ideal spaces of B,A respectively, then we have a natu-
ral map RQ : T{B)——> J(v4) given by the above construction. Furthermore 
RQ : Prim(B)——Prim(74) is a homeomorphism. We call RQ the Rieffiel corre-
sponding. 
Proof: See [12], [14]. 
Theorem 1.2.13. Given a B — A imprimitivity bimodule X, J is an ideal of B. 
Then we have 
(i) J — Kimprimitivity bimodule [X • J], where K = RQJ 
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(ii) B/J — A/K imprimitivity bimodule X/[X . J], where K = RQJ, by setting 
a ‘ X = ax 
X • b = X • b 
<x,y >A/K = 
< S:,y>B/j = C ^ V S s 
where a e A,b e B,x,y G X and be image in A/K, X/[X . J], B/J 
respectively. 
Proof: See [12], [14]. 
Remarks 1.2.14. [12] It is known that 
\ \ x \ \ B / j = m i { \ \ x - ^ z \ l z e [ X ^ J ] } 
Theorem 1.2.15. Given a B — A imprimitivity bimodule X and (tt, H.,^) a rep-
resentation of B, then we have ker(Ind'^7r) = ^/^(kenr). 
Proof: See [12]. 
1.3 Crossed Products 
Definition 1.3.1. A covariant system is a triple {G, A^ a), where G is a locally 
compact Hausdorff topological group, A is a C* algebra and a : G ——> Aut{A), 
is a continuous homomorphism from G to automorphism group of A ( Aut{A) is 
endowed with topology of pointwise norm convergence ). 
Definition 1.3.2. Given a covariant system (G, A, a), we call (tt, U,H) a covari-
ant representation for (G, A, a) if 
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(i) TT is a non-degenerate representation of A and (f/, H) is unitary represen-
tation of G. 
(ii) U{s)7r{a)U{sy = 7r(as(a))，where ae A, s eG. 
Definition 1.3.3. Given G a locally compact Hausdorff topological group with 
left Haar measure dt and A a C* algebra. Let 
A) be the set of all measurable functions satisfying f^ ||/�||d� < oo. IVe 
define addition, involution , multiplication and norm on L^ (G，A) as follows: 
For f,gGL'{G,A) 
{f + 9){s) = m+g(s) 
f*9(s) = [ f{t)at{g{t-'s))dt 
JG 
ris) = A{s-')aM{s-'r) 
11/11 = Jjfitmt 
where A is modular function of G. Then A) becomes a Banach *algebra. 
Theorem 1.3.4. Given a covariant system (G, A, a) and a covariant representa-




where f G e H^. 
Theorem 1.3.5. Given a covariant system (G, A^ a), A) has an approxi-
mation identity. 
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Definition 1.3.6. Given a covariant system {G,A,a), the enveloping C* algebra 
of L乂G, A) is called the crossed product of[G, A, a) which is denoted by C*{G, A). 
Theorem 1.3.7. Given a covariant system (G, A, a), we define * a homomor-
phismiA ： A — V{C*{G,A)), a 一（巧(a)’ij(a))，where i认a), i�[a) e B{C*{G, A)) 
and are given by 
= afis),(i^(a)f){s) = f{s)as{a)J e 
Similarly we can define a *-homomorphism ic ‘ G —^ D{C*(G, A)), t — 
(达⑴，结⑴)，where i 驰 , i 驰 e 5(C*(G,A)) and are given by 
_ m s ) = Mfit-'s)), {iSm(s) = /(sr^)A(r^), f e A) 
In the remaining part of this thesis, we will only calculate one side of Double 
centralizer. 
Theorem 1.3.8. Given a covariant system {G, A, a) and a representation (L, HL) 
of A), then there is a covariant representation (tt, U) given by 
TT = L o iA,U = L OlQ 
and L = IT X U. 
Chapter 2 
Twisted crossed products 
2.1 Basic definition 
In this section , we will give the definition of twisted crossed products and the 
relation between the ordinary crossed products. 
Definition 2.1.1. A twisted covariant system {A, G, a, r) consists of a covariant 
system (A, G, a) together with a twisting map T : Nr ^(A)，which is a strictly 
continuous homomorphism from a closed normal subgroup N? of G into the group 
of unitaries U{A) of the multiplier algebra M(A) of A satisfying 
TnttTn-i = and as(TVi) = Tsns-1- foT all n e N”s e G and a e A. The 
pair (a, r) is called a twisted action of G on A. 
Definition 2.1.2. A covariant representation of a twisted covariant system {A, G, a, r) 
is a pair (tt, U), where n is a nondegenerate *-representation of A on a Hilbert 
space //tt and U is a unitary representation of G on the same Hilbert space such 
that Us7r(a)U* = 7r(as(a)) for all s e G,a e A and such that (tt,U) preserves r 
in the sense that 7r(T„) = Un for all n e Nr 
Proposition 2.1.3. Let (A, G, a,T) be a twisted covariant system, then there 
exist an unique minimal ideal of C* (G, A) having property that for any *-
18 
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representation L ofC*(G,A) with ker L D 1” Ihin) = 7rz,(r(n)) for all n G N” 
where L = -K x UL is defined in 1.3.8. 
Proof: Since L is a nondegenerate *-representation of C*(G, A), let L be the 
extension of L on M(C*(G,A)) then 
UL{n)-7rL{r(n)) = 0 
L o icin) - Lo z^(T(n)) = 0 
Lo (iG(n)-i4(7"(n))) = 0 
分 Lo {icin) - M(r(n)))7rL(a) = 0,Va G A, as TTL is nondegenerate 
Z o^ - • W W C Z / o i A �） 二 0 
^ L o (iG(n)iA(a) - iA(r{n)a)) = 0 
Let I be the ideal generated by - iA{r{n)a),a G A, n e Nr} in 
MiCiG.A)). Then UlM - 7rL(r(n)) = 0,Vn e N iff kerL D L But kerL D I 
iff kerL D C*{G, A)nl = A). I. In fact, suppose that kerL D C*(G, A)nl 
,let X G / , / G C*{G, A). We have x-f eC*(G,A)n I. It implies that 
L{x)L{f)^ = L(x. m = 0,V:veI’fe C*(G, A),^ e Hl 
Thus, L(x) = 0,Vx e I and the converse is trival. Hence U = /门 C*(G, A) is the 
unique ideal that we need. 
Definition 2.1.4. Given a twisted covariant system, the twisted crossed products 
C*{G,A,T) is defined to be C*iG,A)/IR. 
we now give another construction of twisted covariance algebra. 
Definition 2.1.5. If Q;,r) is a twisted covariant system, CC(G,A,t) de-
notes the set of continuous A-valued functions f on G such that f(ns) = / (s)T(n-i) , Vs G 
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G, n E Nr and have compact support in G = G / Nr . We define convolution, in-
volution and norm on Cc(G, A, T)by 
f * g(s) 
f*(s) 
11 f 1\1 
fa f(t)a,(g(rl s) )di 
= D.a (s)as (f(s-l)*) 
fa 11 f(s) 11 dB 
where D.a denotes the modular function of G. Let L1 (G, A, T) denote the comple-
tion of Cc(G, A, T) by 11 . 1\1· 
Define 
CP: Cc(G,A) -t Cc(G,A,T);(cpf)(s) = r f(sn)T(sns- 1 )dn lNr 
Here Haar measures on G,Nr , and G/Nr are chosen such that 
fe g(s)ds = fa fN
r 
g(sn)dnds, Vg E Cc(G) 
Proposition 2.1.6. cp is a norm decreasing surjective *-homomorphism from 
Proof: It is direct to check that cp is * -homomorphism and 
11 if>(f) I11 fa 11 if>(f)(s) 11 dB 
fa 11 J f(sn)T(sns- 1 )dn 11 dB 
< fa J 11 f(sn) 11 dnds 
J 11 f(s) 11 ds 
11 fill 
Hence cp is a norm decreasing *-hOlnomorphism. Let h be Bruhat function of 
G/Nr and q be the natural quotient map from G to G/Nr . For each f E 
Cc(G, A, T), define 
p(f)(s) = h(s)f(s), s E G 
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Clearly p{f) is continuous on G. Since q{suppf) is compact in (7, there exists 
a compact subset K of G, such that q{K) = q{suppf). Since supph n KN is 
compact in G, it implies that p(f) G Cc(G, A) 
^P(f)){s) = [ p(/)(sn)T(sns-i)dn 
JNr 
= / h{sn)f(sn)T{sns~^)dn 
JNr 
= y f{s)h{sn)dn 
JNr 
= m , yseG 
Thus, $ is surjective. 
Proposition 2.1.7. All notations are as in Proposition 2.1.6, p : CC{G,A,T) 
Cc(G，A) is an isometry. 
Proof: Let f e Cc(G, A, r). We have 
II P(f) 111 = f II P{f)(s) II ds 
JG 
=j^h(s) II f(s) II ds 
= f j h{sn) II f{sn) || dnd~s 
JG JN 
= f 11/⑷ II f h{sn)dnd~s 
JG J N 
= 纟 1 1 / � ||ci5 
二 II / 111 
Since $ is a norm decreasing *-homomorphism from CdG.A) to Cc(G, A,r ) , 
$ extends to a *-homomorphism (still denoted by <l>) of A) to A, r) by 
Proposition 2.1.6. Denote J=ker$, then $ induce quotient map l> : L^G, A)/J 
_Li(G’ A t ) ; < I ( / + J) = $ ( / ) ’ / e 
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Proposition 2.1.8. I> is an isometric surjection onto. ( A)/J is endowed 
with the quotient norm ). 
Proof: Let g € CC{G,A,t). Note that we have inf{||p(p) + G J} < 
lb�111 = IMIi But IbO?) +:r||i > ||l>(p� +a;)||i = m p m \ i = 工 ^ 丄 
It follows that, ||"||i = inf{||p(p) + G J). Now, let f G Cc(G,A), since 
= _ p{f) - f e J, then ||l>(/ + J)111 = ||^ >(/)||i 二 mf{ lb( / ) + 
J} = inf{||/ + a:||i,a:G J}. 
As Cc(G, A, t) is dense in A,r), the result follows. 
Let {fx} be an approximation unit of L\G, A) , then {fx + J} is approxima-
tion unit of L^{G,A)/J , hence {<I(/a + J)} will serve as an approximate unit 
of L\G,A,t). Let A be enveloping C*-algebra of L\G,A,t). Recall that the 
natural homomorphisms of G and A into M{A.) are given by 
« � / ) � =a f { s ) and ( i泌 ) / ) ( s ) = 
f e Cc(G, v4, T),a e A,s,t e G and $ extends to a *-liomomorphism oiM{C*{G, A)) 
to A1(A)( We also denoted it by denoted by $ ). 
Proposition 2.1.9. = and IQ 二 歪(ic) 
Proof: Given / € Cc{G, A),g G Cc(G,A,t), 
二 ⑷•/)* 州s) 
= 1 1 af(tn)T{tnt-^)at{g{t-^s))dndi 
JG JNr 
=aW)*9){s) 
Hence $(“）二 i二 
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and 
miG(t)) • mf) ^ g))(s) = f f at{f{t-'rn))T{rnr-')ar{g(r-'s))dndr 
JG JN 
以 巾 ( / ) * " ) ⑷ = f f firn)Tirnr-')ar{g{r-H-'s))dndr) 
JG JN 
= I f at{f(rn))T(trnr-H-^)atr(g{(ts)-^))dndr 
JG JN 
= J J at{f (t~^rn))T(rnr~^)ar{g{r~^s))dndr 
= ⑴ ） - w / ) * 州⑷ 
Hence (^{idt)) = IQ. 
Theorem 2.1.10. A is isomorphic to C*{G, A,r) 
Proof: Given *-representation L of A, 
L o = L{fa{n)) = L K ( r ( n ) ) 二 L o 乂T(n))) 
Hence L o $ preserves r. On the other hand，given a covariant representation L 
of A) preserving r, 
L'm = J,^L{f{s))UL(s)^dsJ e A’T)’<e e Hl 
defines a norm decreasing -representation of CC{G, A, r) such that L(g) = (L' O 
Hence, given a covariant representation (tt, U) of (G, A, a), (tt, U) preserves R 
iff TT X t/ factors through Therefore, we have A = C*{G, A, r). 
Proposition 2.1.11. C*(G,A,t) is generated by G AJe CC(G)} 
in M{C\G,A,t)), where • = JG f(s)ih{t)dtj e C^G). 
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Proof : Given a e AJ e CJfiT), g € C^G, A, r), 
( K ⑷ 以 / ) ) 州 S ) = f f{t)iUt)gdt)){s) 
JG 




= 1 1 af{tn)at{T{n)g{n-H-h)T{n-^)dndi 
JG JN 
= I { I af{tn)T{tnt-'^)dn)at{g{t~^s))di 
JG JN 
= 
where h{s) = a / ( s ) , s € G. Thus, i^iUf)=例 
S i n c e { ; ^ f 二 € AJi e CJjT},k e N} is dense in Cc(G,A), hence 
CC{G,A,R) is generated by in M(C*(G, A,T)). 
2.2 Iterated twisted crossed products 
The reason that we work on twisted crossed products instead of ordinary crossed 
products is that twisted crossed products has well developed decomposition the-
ory. We will give fundamental theory in this section. 
Definition 2.2.1. Given M a dosed normal subgroup ofG containing Nr. Define 
action ^ of G on C*(M,A,t) by 
、 _ = 軌 f i r i g f ) ‘ 
where f e CJM, A, r), 5{g) = Ac/Nr {9)^G/Mr Then we get a covariant sys-
tem (C, C*(M, A, r), j). There is a twisting map for the system, say r^ , which is 
given by (T^(m)/ ) ( / ) = am(f{m-H)),'^mJ e M and f e Cc(M,A,r) . We have 
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a twisted covariant system (G, C*{M, A, r), 7^ , r^). The corresponding twisted 
crossed product is denoted by �( g ’ m ) and is called iterated algebra. 
We state the main theorem in this chapter: 
Theorem 2.2.2. Given twisted covariant system (G, A, r) and M be closed nor-
mal subgroup of G containing Nr. Let B(g’m) be iterated algebra of {G, A, r) . 
Then C*(G,A,t) is isomorphic to B�g�m�. 
Proof: Denote B? be the natural homomorphisms of G and C*(M, A, r) into 
_y^(B(G’M)) respectively. Let R^ be the extension of IF on M{C*(M,A,t)) and 
let = 依 o i � , where 生丁八’河 is natural homomorphism of A into C*(M, A, r).So, 
R^ is the composition of the following mappings: 
It is directly to check that is a covariant representation of A^(5(g’均) 
and TM preserving. Let R = R^xR^, that is a *-homomorphism from C*{G, A, r) 
to 7W(B(g’a<0)�given by 
Rif) = J_R'(f{s))R\s)d~sJ e C,(G,A,t) 
First, we will show that Range(R) is B�g，m�. indeed, 
= [R\CC(G))R\C*(M,A,T))] 
where [S] denotes the closed algebra generated by S,S C M{C*{G, A, r)) in 
M(C*{G,A,t)) and R^ o ilj = R^ o t^ = Hence R^ o ilj(CC[M))= 
R'\M{CC{M)). But given f G Cc(G),h e Ce(M), R'{f)R'\M(h) = R\g), where 
g{s) = / f {sm~^)h(m)AQ^ {m)dm, s G G. 
JM 
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It is clear that g G Cc(G). 
On the other hand, taking an approximation unit {hx} of L^{M) in Cc(M), we 
have R\f)R'\M(h,) — R\f). Then [R\C,iG))R%(Ce{M))] = [R\C,{G))]. 
Therefore, 
= [邓&么二⑷) ] 
Range(R) 
We now prove that R is injective. Indeed, let jh = IgImJa = then 
UlfJ^) preserve r. Let R^ = j]^ x f^.ThenR^ is a *-homomorphism from 
A, t) to M(C*{G, A, r)) and (仏’ R” is 丁m preserving. Hence R' = R^ 
is a *-homomorphism from B(g，州 to M(C*{G, A,t)). Let R' be the extension 
of R' on ；W(i3(G’�).It is direct to check that K = OB? = Then 
(k oR)oi}.=屯,(k oR)oi\ = i\. Therefore, k oR\s the identity map of 
C*{G,A,t). Hence R is isomorphism between C*{G,A,R) and B�G’M�, 
Proposition 2.2.3. Given a twisted covariant system (G, A, t) and M be a closed 
normal subgroup of G containing N” then 
C*(G,C*{M),T^)(with NrM = M) is isomorphic to C%G) 
Proof: Apply Theorem 2.2.2 to the case A = C with r trivial. 
Remarks 2.2.4. Proposition 2.2.3 is important because it allows us to study 
Fnm{C*(G)) via the action of G on C*(M). We are interested in the case when 
C*(M) is of type L 
Chapter 3 
Induced representations 
3.1 Construction of Imprimitivity bimodule 
In order to study induced representations of twisted crossed products, we will con-
struct imprimitivity bimodules in Rieffel's sense. We first construct the bimodule 
for crossed products. Instead of passing to quotient to obtain the bimodule for 
twisted crossed products, we will give another version of bimodule which is anal-
ogous to the bimodule for ordinary crossed products. 
3.1.1. Given a covariance system (G, A’a), define an action (3 ofG onCo{G/H) (g)^.^ A 
by： 
Ps(a � / ) = asia) 0 L J , 
where (Lsf)(x) = f{s-'x),ae AJe CoiG/H). 
Since Co{G/H, A) = CoiG/H) we may define this action of G via 
mmx) = as{f(s-'x))Je Co{G/H,A). 
27 
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3.1.2. Let 
E = C*{G,Co{G/H,A)) 
EQ = Cc{G,Cc(G/H,A)) be subalgebra of E 
B = C*{H,A) 
BQ = Cc(H, A) be subalgebra of B 
Xo = Cc{G,A) 
we regard elements of EQ as continous functions on G x G which are constants, 
in the second variable, on cosets of H. We define the action of EQ on XQ: 
{f-x)(s)= [ f{t,sH)at{x(t-'s))dtJ e Eq,x 6 Xq, 
JG 
via the integrated form of the following actions: 
• x)(s) = 
{t-x){s) = at{x(t-h)) 
(a-x)is) = axis), where t e G,a e A,x e Xq,"^ G C(G/H, A) 
Similarly，we define the action BQ on Xq by: 
{x-g)(s)= [ x{sh)ath{g{h-'))ip(h-')dh,g eBo,xe Xo 
Jh 
where ^p{h) � ^J二^，via the integrated form of actions: 
{x • a){s) = x(s)as{a) 
{x-t){s) = x(sr AH(r aeA.xeXo^teH 
Also，we define inner products on Xq as follows: 
<x,y>E, (s,tH) = f x{th)ath{y*(h-H-'s))dh-, 
JH 
<x,y>Bo (h) = j^x*{t)atiy{t-'h))dt 
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From now on, all notations are as in 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 
Proposition 3.1.3. Given x,y,z e X。，/ ^ Eo,g e Bq, we have 
< X,yg >BO = < >Bo 9 ， < >Eo二 f < >Eo, 
< f x , yg >BO=< X, f*y >BO , <X,yg >EO=< >EO, 
< x,y>*E^=< y,x>Eo ， < >Bo, 
X <y,z >Bo=< >Eo z 
Hence in order to construct imprimitivity bimodule between EQ and BQ, we still 
have to check norm conditions , positivity of inner products and show that span < 
义 0 ， 义 0 >Bo and span < XQ.XQ >EO are dense in BQ,EQ respectively. 
Proposition 3.1.4. (i) There exists a net (/卢)in EQ such that: Given x G 
Xo, ee Eo 
I 如 * e) = limp{e * fp) = e, 
limp(Jf3 • x) = X, 
the above covergence respect to inductive topology and each fx is a finite 
sum of elements of the form < x,x >EO,X e XQ. 
(ii) There exists {ga) in Bq with similar properties. 
Proposition 3.1.5. The inner products <, >BO and <, >EO �� positive. ( i.e. 
< x,x >Bo> 0 and < x,x�Eo2 0，for all x G Xq 
Proof: Given x G Xq. By Proposition 3.1.4, there exist a net (xp) in Xq such 
that Xi3 converges to x and xp is of the form 
n 
= >EO X 
i=l 
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where ( / " ) is approximation unit. Then 
n 
< X,X(3 >Bo= >Bo< 0 
i=l 
Since < x.xf^ >Bq converges to < x,x >Bq in the inductive limit, and so in 
the C* topology , therefore < x,x > B o > 0. Similar, we can also show that 
<x,x >Eo> 0,3： e Xq. 
Finally, we verify the norm conditions. That is: 
Proposition 3.1.6. We have <e-x,e-x >Bo< MIe >Bo and <x-b,x-
b >EO< \MB < >EO, for all x e Xo,e E Eo,b E BQ where ||.||e and | | . | | s 
denote the C* norms of elements in E and B respectively. 
Proof: Given x e XO,e e EO,b £ Bq,免 G C\G/H, A), let (ka) be an approxi-
mate identity of A, and /x = 1 ® 以入 G A). Then Uxx converges to x in 
the inductive limit. Note that for each fx, we have 
ll^llLp < f x x j x x >Bo - < ^fxx^^fxx >Bo = < (11^ liLp " >Bo 
= < ^^ oa^ , '^oa： >Bo> 0 
where ^'o denotes (||屯||Lp _ 妒 屯 . / 广’ it implies that < >Bo< 
ll^llLp < X,x >BO . Since e(s) G C^{G/H,A) for each s G G, (we regard e 
as a function on G), let p be any state of B, then p(< .,. >) induces an inner 
product on Xq. ||.||p denote the norm from this inner product. Since the map 
s e G ~ > e(s)(5-) is inductive continuous ’ we have ||e(s)(s • x)\\p < ||e(s)||g and 
lie . x\\, = II Jg e _ • x)dt\\, < (f^ ||e�||譯dO|W|p. 
Hence < e - x,e • x >Bo^ (Jg < 工 > B o . Combine with < 
F.cc, X >Bq=< 工’ F*-X >Bo, we get a homomorphism (p from Eq to Lbo{Xq). There-
fore, by the universality property of the enveloping C* algebra of L\G, Co(G/H, A)), 
we see that 
<e'X,e-x>Bo< ll/IU <x,x >BO 
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The argument for the other norm condition is similar. 
Theorem 3.1.7. Xq is an Eq — Bq pre-imprimitivity bimodule. 
Proof: Using Proposition 3.1.3，3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.1.6., the results follows 
We now construct an imprimitive bimodule in twisted version. 
3.1.8. Suppose that (A, G, a, r) is a twisted covariant system and H be a closed 
subgroup of G containing Nr. Let (a,f) denote the twisted action of G on 
Co(G/H, A) defined by 
{ a s m t ) = c^siHs-H)) (3.1) 
(fnm) 二 (3.2) 
for alls eG,ne Nr and 屯 € Co{G/H, A). 
3.1.9. Using the same notations as before. Let 
ET = C*{G,Co{G/H,A,f) 
El = Cc{G,Cc{G/H,A),f) be *subalgebm of E^ 
B 丁 = C*(H,A,t) 
Bl = Cc{H,A,t) be *suhalgehra of B^ 
XI = Cc(G，yU) 
Define actions of B^, E^ on XI and B^ , E^-valued inner products on Xq by 
e • x{s) = f e{t, s)at(x(r^s))di (3.3) 
JG 
x-gis) = [ x(sh)ashi9{h-')Mh)d}i (3.4) 
JH 
<x,y>Er (s,r) = J^ x{rh)arh(y*{h-^r-'^s))dh (3.5) 
<x,y>Br (h) = Mh) [x%t)at{y{t-'h))di (3.6) 
JG 
where x,y e G E丁€ B丁JhW = ( A 。 ⑷ / A丑⑷ ) I / 2 for h G H. 
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Let $Xo be the natural projection from Cc(G, A) to Cc {G,A,r) as in Definition 
2.1.5. Similarly, for ^Eq and $ s � . 
Proposition 3.1.10. Given x,y e Cc{G,A),g € Cc{H, A),e G C人G�C人G/H, A)), 
then 
<<^>Xo(x),(I>XoW =龟E丄<T,y>Eo) 
< >Br = X,y>Bo) 
Using Proposition 3.1.10，3.1.7’ we conclude that: 
Theorem 3.1.11. XI is a E^ - B^ pre-imprimitivity bimodule. 
3.2 Basic theory about induced representations 
Let X and X^ be the completions of Xq and X^ respectively. Then X , are 
B-E imprimitivity bimodule and 13丁 一 E^ imprimitivity bimodule respectively. 
In this section, we will discuss basic theory of induced representations and the 
relation between B-E bimodule X and B^ - E^ bimodule X^. 
Definition 3.2.1. Given a twisted covariant system (G, A, r) and H a closed 
subgroup of G containing N” the algebra E'^ = C*(G,Cq{G/H, A),f) is called 
the imprimitivity algebra inducing from H to G. 
Proposition 3.2.2. extends to a morphism of X to X^. 
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Proof: Let J = {x e || < x,x > = 0}, JT = {x e || < x,x > \\Br = 
0}. By Proposition 2. 1. 5, induces a morphism 
¢^0: X0/J — XNR 
by + J) = ^{x)Xo + JT,x e XQ. Using Proposition 3.1.10, is norm 
decreasing, hence it can be extended to X. We denote this extension by 
We denote the corresponding extensions ^b and of and 
respectively. 
Remarks 3.2.3. Replace BQ, EQ.XQ by their completions and by 
respectively，Proposition 3.1.10 still holds by continuity and the 
Cauchy inequality. 
Let IJj be a twisted ideal of B and /J be a twisted ideal of E. Then us-
ing Rieffel correspond, we have imprimitivity bimodule {ET/K, BT!ITH, XT/X]^), 
where K is the corresponding ideal in ET by Rieffel corresponding and X^ = 
[X . /^](closure in X). 
Theorem 3.2.4. X/X/r is a B/IJj 一 E/IfG imprimitivity bimodule. 
Proof: It suffices to show that K = /J. Indeed, consider the map : X XT 
as in Proposition 3.2.2. Let x G X,g G IrH, then • g) 二 ^x{oc)^B(g) = 0. 
Therefore ke r$ x 5 [X • ITH}. But 
ll^xWH2 = \\<^x(x)^x(x) >Br || 
=||$s (<: r，: r� )|| 
= | | <x,x>B +rH\\ 
=|| <x + Ith,x + Ith >B/IrH || 
=mi{\\x + ylye[X-rH}} 
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Hence KEV^X = [X . IJJ]. 
By the Rieffel correspond, [K • X] = [X • IJF]. Using the same argument, we 
have ker$x = [IQ •义],hence [K • X] = [/J . X], therefore , we have K = /J. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.2.3, factors through the isometry : 
X/Xij^ ~)• X'^. Together with proposition 3.1.10 , we have the following com-
mutative diagram: 
C*(G,Co{G/H,A))/Fa^ X/Xr, — C*(丑,々 //& 
电E i I ^B i 
C*iG,CoiG/H,A),f) — XT — C*(H,A,t) 
where horizontal arrows are the natural actions. 
Recall in section 1 that we have the natural actions of G and A on X^ = 
(a. /)(s) = af{s) 
{t'f){s) = am-'s)) 
where a G A,t e G, f e Cc(G, A, r) . And we have 
<t-f,t-f>Br 二 <f,f>BTo 
<a-f,a-f>Br < |M|2</,/�Sor 
Define a natural action of CC{G, A, T) on X^ by the left convolution( which is 
integrate form of above actions), via this action we have: 
Proposition 3.2.5. X'' is a B^ — C*{G,A,t) bimodule. 
Proof: Let x, / G C丄G, A, r), and p be a state of B. As in Proposition 3.1.6 , 
we use the state p to produce an inner product and a norm on Xq. 
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Since q{supp{f)) is compact in G/Nr and i ——> f{t)t. x is inductive continuous 
on G/Nr，we have 




< {f\\m\\di)Mp JG 
Also < f 'X,X >55二< X,f*.x >Br . 
Hence we have a non-degenerate *-homomorphism from Cc(G, A ,r ) to Cbt[Xt), 
By the universal property of C*{G, A, r)，this *-homomorphism can be extended 
to A^t). Hence the results follows. 
Definition 3.2.6. Let ttbt be a representation of B'^. It induces a representation 
TTsr of E^. Note that C*{G,A,t) is contained in the multiplier algebra of E^. 
.Then it gives a representation of C*{G,A,t) . And we call it the induced 
representation ofirs via bimodule X'^ and we denote it by lud^iT. 
Remarks 3.2.7. 
(i) C*(G’A，r) acts on E^ by 
(/ . e)(s,rH) = J^f{t)at(e(t-'s,t-'r))di 
where f G Cc{G,A,T),ee C C { G , C O I G / H , A ) , F ) . 
(ii) By Proposition 3.2.4, is a B^ - C*{G,A,t) bimodule. Hence, if tt^t 
is a representation of 8丁，then ttb丁 gives a representation L of C*(G, A,r) by 
Theorem 1.3.7. It is directly to check that L =Ind^TTBT. 
(Hi)It is useful to give the explict expression of Ind^TTsr. Suppose that TTgr is 
a representation of B^ represent on the Hilbert space H-j^j^r . Then the covariant 
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pair {pai Pg) of IND^-KB^ is given by 
PA(a){x 0 二 a . CO ⑤BT € (3.7) 
PG(t)(X <S>Br 0 = t 'X(g)Br( (3.8) 
where a e A,t e G,^ £ Httj^tG Xq. 
Finally, we will prove the “ Induction in Stages" theorem . 
Proposition 3.2.8. Suppose (A, (7, a, r) is a twisted covariant system and let 
L D H ^ Nr be closed subgroups of G. Let tt be (representation of C*{H, A, t), 
then in(fl(indfjTT) is unitarily equivalent to in趙tt. 
Proof: Let g{^o)h,l {Xq )h ,g denote the bimodules for the respective in-
ducing processes. Suppose x G C人G, A, r), y E CC{H, A,t),z E Cq = CJJj, A, R). 
Define a bilinear map: 
T -.G W ) L Xi (Xo”// 一G (X^o)h nx,y) = x-y 
Since 
T(x-z,y) = ix-z)-y 
= x - { z - y ) 
二 n工,之.y) 
Hence, T is Cq balance. Thus, T induces a linear map of 
Also T preserves the left-Cc(G', A , r ) and the vight-Cc(H, A, r) actions. For let 
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g G Cc(G, A,T),be Cc{H, A, r)’ we have 
T(g • x, y) = {g •x)-y 
=9-{x-y) 
=9-T{x,y) 
T{x,yb)=工• (y • b) 
=(x-y) -b 
=T(x,y)-b 
T also preserves the inner product < .，• on �c ; L{^O)H) which is 
given by 
< rci <^yuX2^y2 > B ^ = « >cs .2/1,2/2 
where XuX2 G g W ) l , e Using Proposition 3.1.4 (ii), take yx in 
BJ, such that X • yx ~^ x (inductive limit topology), for all x e X^. Then the 
range of T is dense in the inductive limit topology, and therefore is dense in norm 
topology too. We now define the linear map p : { g ( ^ o ) l (8)55 l{^o)h) ~ 
where ^ G Ht,. Then p is well-defined and preserves the inner product since T 
preserves right-Bq action. Since T has dense range in P has dense range. 
Also, 
g . p((x = 9 • T(x, 
where g € Cc(G, A, r). 
Thus, p extends to a unitary operator intertwining Ind2(Ind^7r) and Ind^Tr. 
Chapter 4 
Ideal Theory 
4.1 Induction and Restriction processes 
After preparing the tools in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we will discuss the basic 
ideal theory in this section which generalizes the Fell results in the case of locally 
compact groups. 
Definition 4.1.1. Given a C*algebra A, denotes I{A) the set of all its closed 
2-sided ideals, the topology to T{A) is generated by the family {Qi}iei{A), wher^e 
QJ = {JEL{A),J^L}. 
Note that the relative topology on Prim(A) is the usual hull-kemel topology. 
Definition 4.1.2. Suppose we have a covariant system (C, A, a), then we define 
action G on T{A) by 
'I = {asia),ae / } 
The action is jointly continuous( See [16,1.3] ). Hence we have a transformation 
group G acting on a Tq space 1(A) 
38 
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Throughout this chapter , let H he a closed subgroup of G containing Nr. 
Given a representation L of A,r) , let (TTL, Ul) be the corresponding co-
variant representation, i.e. L = TTL x Ul- Let ResgL be the representation of 
C*(H,A,T) defined by -KL X UL\H 
We have a natural homomorphism ip from C*{H,A,t) to M{C*{G, A,T)): 
W p ) / ) � = / 9(r)ar(f{r-'s))dr 
JH/Nr 
where g e Cc(H, A,T)Je Cc[G, A, r). 
In fact tl) = i}.\H (To avoid confusion, we denote natural embeddings of 
H and A into M{C*{H, A,t)) by JJJ and respectively). 
Proposition 4.1.3. We have Res^L = Loip where L is the extension of L on 
Proof: For f G Ce(G, A,T),g e Cc(H, A,T),aeA,he H, we have 
mfAa))-^P{g)f)(s) = mfA{a)9)f){s) 
= / ag{r)ar{f{r~'^s))dr 
JH/Nr 
= a - gir)ar{f{r-'^s))df 
JH/Nr 
= K �� 
舊 遍 . 偏 ms) = »(fHih)g)f){s) 
= f a,{g{h-'r))ar{f(r-'s))dr 
JH/Nr 
= f a,{g(r))aUf(r-'h-'s))dr 
JH/Nr 
= M [ gir)ar{f(r-'h-'s))dr) 
JH/Nr 
二 {i^bmmms) 
Since = = ia{h), it implies that 
L o ⑷） = L K ( a ) ) = (TTL X UL) O 的⑷） = T T L � 
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L O ^ ( F N I H ) ) 二 L ( 哪 ) = ( T T Z . X U L ) O 綱 ) = U L ( H ) 
We now prove that the process of induction and restriction are continous. 
Proposition 4.1.4. Let D, F be C* algebras and Pa* homomorphism of F into 
a C* algebra D' containing D as an ideal. Then 
(i) P" ： _ —工(F)，/ — {feF.Pf-DCl} 
is continuous and preserves arbitrary intersections. 
(ii) : X{F) > J ~ ^ the ideal generated by {PfdJeJ^de D} 
preserves arbitrary unions. 
(in) P*P,P* = = D J,尸*P*(/) C I for all ,I e 
I{D),JeI(F). 
Proof: If / E then {f eF^Pf DC 1} is an ideal in I{F). 
Suppose {Ii} is a family of ideals in I{D). Then 
二 r\{feF,PfDcu} 
Hence P* is intersection preserving. Suppose I 6 J(F). Let Qj = {J e X(F), J D 
/ } . We have {P*)-\Qi) = {W e 1(D), Pj - D CW}. Therefore {P*)-\Qi) is 
open in T{D). So P* is continuous. Using the same argument, (ii) follows, (iii) 
follows directly from the definitions of P* and P*. 
Using the Proposition 4.1.4，we have 
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Theorem 4.1.5. /7/，/5/ 
(i) Let F = C*{H, A, r), D = C*(G, A, r),D' = A, T)),P = ij). 
Define 
Resg = :z:(C* (丑， 
Exg = n : I{C*{H, X{C\G, a, T)) 
Then Res^ is continous and Res^ (ker(L))=ker(Res^L) for each represen-
tation L ofC*{G,A,T) 
(ii) Let F = C*{G,A,T),D = E\D' = M(C*{G,CO{G/H, A),F)), P is the 
natural homomorphism from F to D' . Define 
Indg -广：:R(C*(丑’ A，T)) — :R(C*(G，AT)), / 一 
where R^l is Rieffel correspondence between and E:. Then Ind^ is con-
tinuous and I n d 2 ( ^ e r ( L ) f o r each representation L ofC*{H, A, r). 
Proof: To prove (i), we only need to check Resg(kerZ/)=ker(Resg_L). Suppose L 
is the extension of L on M*{C*{G, 乂’ r)). Then from Proposition 4.1.3, ResgL = 
L o t hence 
/ e ker{Res%L) (ResgL)( / ) = 0 
台 Urn) = 0 
^ L{,l;(f))L{g) = e 
^ L _ g ) = 0 
^ tp{f)g e kerL 
/ € Resg(kerL) 
Therefore Resg(kerL)=ker(ResgL). The proof of (ii) is similar. 
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Let M a closed normal subgroup of G, with NR Q M C H and L be a 
representation of C*{H,A,t). For f e G ( •F is the Hilbert 
space defined in appendix corresponding to representation L of C*(H, A, r)) , we 
define a function on G by: 
where 义 is the action of G on C*{M,A,t) defined in Chapter 2 ( c.f.Definition 
2.2.1 ). 
Proposition 4.1.6. We have zu[f)g G . Thus we can define a representation 
w ofC*{M,A,T) on T. 
Proof: Let f e CC(M, A,t), g e H G H, s G G. Then 
(w(f)g){sh) = ({ResZL){^^J))g(sh) 
JM/Nr 
= [ 今 i ( / ( 画 — 咖 dTfi 
JM/Nr 
= 0 ( " - 1 ) [ / 乙 ( " — 1 ) ( f 5{s-')TTLias-^if(sms-')))UL{rn)g{s)dm) 
JM/Nr 
and 
= [ b{t)<{w{f)g){t),{w(f)g){t)>di 
JG/Nr 
where b is the Bruhat function of G/Nr with respect to H/N丁 
= f b{t) [ f 6{t') 
JG/Nr JM/Nr JM/Nr 
< TTL(oct-i (f (tmt-i)))UiXm)g[t), TTiXcH-八f [tm't-�))UL(m')g(t) > dmdm'dt 
< (bit)[[叩2)丨|_^(_-1)丨丨丨|,(力饥'力-1|||_|丨2—‘'"力 
JG/Nr JM/Nr JM/Nr 
=ll/ll?W|2 
Therefore {'co{f)g) e J^. 
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Suppose f e C*(M,A,t), let / „ 6 CJM,A,t) such that FN converges to f • 
Then for each s e G 
Hence {'CD(f)g) G ^ for / G C*{M,A,T),g E F*. Thus, w extends to a repre-
sentation of C*{M,A,t) on T. 
We denote the extension of w by w. 
Proposition 4.1.7. [4],[2] Suppose Nr Q M C H, where M is a normal closed 
subgroup in G. Let L be a representation of C*(H, A, T). Given g G CC(G, G 
HlJ E C*{M,A,t), we have: 
EMES^^IN4L)F)(G^0)(S) = (W(/)(E(P <8) 0))(外 S G G 
where 6 is the intertwining operator defined as in Appendix and in both side of 
equation, we have chosen the unique continuous representative element in the 
equivalent class in T. 
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Proo f : Denote II =indgL and ttl x Ul = L. Let f G Cc(M, r),then 
0(((Res^indgL)/)(p (g) 0 ) �= [ Mf{m))Un(m)(g 0 Odm)(s) 
Jm/NT 
= O i l f(m)am{9(m-\))^^dm){s) 
J M/Nr 
= ( f e ( / (m)a“p (m- i . ) )� <0—)(s) 
J M/Nr 
= / / (i)(h)7rL{as-i{f{m)arn(g(m~^sh))))UL{h)^dhdm 
J M/Nr J H/Nr 
= / (t)(h)nL(as-i{f(m)))7rL(as-^rn(9{rn~^sh)))UL(h)^dhdm 
J M/Nr J H/Nr 
= [ t t l W 厂 i ( / ( s m s - i ) ) ) f (Kh)TTL(c^ms-i[g(sm-ih)))UrXh)�d~hdifi 
J M/Nr J H/Nr 
二 f 7TL{6{s-')as-i{f{sms-')))UL{m){ [ (l)(h)'KL{as-i(g{sh)))UL{h)^dh)dm 
J M/Nr J H/Nr 
= [ 7rL{6(s-^)a,-i {f{sms-^)))UL{m)e{g % 0{s)dh)dm 
J M/Nr 
= M / ) ( e ( 州 ) ) ) ( s ) 
Since CC{M, A, r) is dense in C*{M,A,t), the results follows. 
Theorem 4.1.8. [9], 14],I5] Given a twisted covariant system (G, A,r), a closed 
subgroup H and a normal subgroup M of G, such that H D M D Nr, then 
/ ceKRes^indg)=门 ker('(Res^L))) 
S€G 
for any representation L of C*(H, A,t). 
Proo f : It follows from the Proposition 4.1.7 that (Res^ind^L) is unitarily 
equivalent to w . Let f Gker(:i7), and g G then w(f)g = 0 in But 
i^{f)9)is) = {{ResZL){j^.J))g(s). Since the map 
seG — ((ResSL)hiV))咖） 
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is continuous in s. Therefore we have ((Res^L)(7^i/))^(s) = 0,s G G. Using 
Appendix Proposition 1.2, for each SQ G G, {g{so) : g G •F�} is dense in Hl, SO 
that = 0，s € G. Hence f € flsec ker(^(Res£L))). ANd one can 
directly show that Hsec ker(®Res^L))) C ker zu. 
We now concentrate on the case where H 二 NT. 
Proposition 4.1.9. C*{Nr,A,T) ^ 克 
Proof: Define 
e ： C�N” A, T) — A, by e{f) = file) 
where f G C人Nt, r) , 1G is identity element in G. It is easy to check that 9 is 
the isomorphism that we need. 
Hence under this identification, Res良 and ind良 are regarded as the maps 
between 1(A) and Tl, r)). 
Definition 4.1.10. Given I G I{A), then G hull of I is the G-invariant ideal 
generated by I. The G-kernel qI 二 ClseG^^ of I is the largest G -invariant ideal 
contained in I. We denote ^J(A) be the set of G-invariant ideal of A. 
Proposition 4.1.11. [7],[5]Suppose I is an ideal in A, then 
Resg^indg^/ = 门 “ 
seG 
Proof: It directly follow from Theorem 4.1.8.. 
Proposition 4.1.12. Suppose I is an ideal in C*(G, A,r). Then Res^^I is G 
invariant. 
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Proof : Since C*(G,A,T) is an ideal of M(C*(G,A,r)),7is an ideal of M{C*(G,A,T)). 
It is directly to check that o f ( / ) = . f •以s—” ( / act as multiplier) in 
M{C*{G,A,T)), where s e GJ E C\G,A,T). Hence if / G / , then 7 f ( / ) G I 
as IQ{S) G A 1 (C*(G, A^T)). Thus, I is G invariant. From the defintion, we know 
that the restriction map is G equivariant.Therefore Res良/ is G invariant. 
Proposition 4.1.13. If I is an G invariant ideal in A, then Ex^^J C Ind^^/. 
Proof : By Proposition 4.1.4(m), we have Exg^Resg^J C J, for J e I(C*(G, A, r)). 
Take J Then by Proposition 4.1.8, we see that 
Exgr 二 ExS^Resg^Indg^/ C Indg^J 
Proposit ion 4.1.14. Suppose I G X(A), then = �I . 
Proof : Assume / is G invariant, and let J =lnd%^I. Then by Proposition 4.1.8, 
J = /，hence by Proposition 4.1.4(iii), we have 
RESG^ INDG,/ = RESG^EX^^RES^^ J = RESG^J = I 
In general, since Res民 and Ex良 are order preserving and Res良 Ex良 / D I 
for I e 1(A), then by Proposition 4.1.13，Res%Ex%J I. On the other hand, 
we have 
I = Res%Ex%J C Resg^Exg^^/ 二。I 
Hence, Resg^Exg^/ = = �I . 
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Definition 4.1.15. Let H be a closed subgroup of G containing Nr with Haar 
measure dh and L be a representation of C*(H,A,T). Denote IP = sHs~^,s 6 
G. Let the Haar measure dhs on H^, such that dhs{s~^.s) = dh. Define a 
representation U of C*�H�A,T) by: 
LV) 二 
where (%"(/))(") = a^is-'hs)), h e HJe CC(H^,A,T). 
Theorem 4.1.16. [7],[4] We have Indg.,!/ ^ (IndglO". 
Proof: Let L, [ / represent on the Hilbert spaces HL.'HL-^ respectively. Let c be 
a positive number, such that: 
[ f { x ) d x = [ f(s-'xs)dx, f e C人G/NR). 
JG/Nr JG/Nr 
Since elements of form x - b^^ - x® b e B^,^ eUi has length 0 in 
^L, we can regard pre-Hilbert space X^ <8)55 HL as �c 九l. Similarly 
for XJ 0sr HL-S. Define ^X{T) 二 t G G. Hence we have a map 
where x E G HL, and & denotes the vector ^ when is regarded as an element 
in HLS. Note that U is unitary. For x e X^,^ EHLJ e CC(G,A,T), we have 
Hence U is an intertwining operator between and (Ind§L)®. 
Proposition 4.1.17. Suppose that M is closed normal subgroup of G and L is 
a representation of A, then Ind^L^ = Ind^®L. 
Proof: It directly shown by Theorem 4.1.16. 
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4.2 Sub-quotients of twisted crossed products 
Recall that an ideal I G 1(A) is said to be G-invariant, if = I, for all s € G. 
4.2.1. Suppose that r) is a twisted covariant system and I ia a closed 
G-invariant ideal in A. Then there are natural twisted actions (a^, r^) and 
on I and A/1 respectively，given by 
oc^'\a + /) = a “ a ) + I乂l\a + /) 二 + / 
for all b e I,a E A,s e G^n E Nr. Hence we have the twisted covariant systems 
Note that we have exact sequence 
/, 二 CUG, A, T) 二 CE(G,々 /，T々 勺 
We will prove that the above exact sequence gives the following short exact se-
quence 
Denote the C* norm on C*(G’/,7•勺 and C*(G,A,r) by ||.||' and respec-
tively. We first show that: 
Proposition 4.2.2. The inclusion map p from Cc(G, /, r^) into Cc((?, A, r) ex-
tends to a an *isomorphism(still denote by p) onto Ex^^/ (See Theorem 4.1.5) 
)• 
Proof: 
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Given a representation (TT, U) of C*(G, A, r), the restriction (7r|/，U) is a rep-
resenatation of C*(G, / ’ —). 
Coversely, given any representation (TT, U) of C*(G ’ / ’T。，then TT extends to 
a representation TT oi A acting on the same Hibert space (See [ 3, p.60, 2.10.4 
]) .Since = HT^, there exist an approximation unit (ux) in I, such that 
亓 s t r o n g l y converges to the identity operator on HT^, for all s e G. 
Then for a G A, s 6 G, n G N ” we have 






7r(r(n)) = lim 亓 ( T ( n ) w 入） A 
=\im 7r{T^ (n)ux) A 
=lim7r(r^(n))7r(uA) A 
二 Uin) 
Therefore, U) is a twisted covariant representation of C*{G,A,R). 
Hence，given f e CC{G, / , r) and any representation (TT, U) of C*(G ’ / ,T勺，we 
have 
(亓 X [ / ) ( / ) = [ mt)u{t)di 
JG/Nr 
= f 八mw_ 
JG/Nr 
= { t t X [ / ) ( / ) 
By the definition of enveloping of C* algebra, we have 11/11 么 Therefore , 
the inclusion map can extends to an injective *-homomorphism. 
Let S 二 CC(G, / ’ r ) C 以G, A, r). 
For each g G S,p(g) is defined by p{g)(s) 二 /i(s)g(s)’ s eG{h is Bruhat cross 
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section ). Note that p{g) belongs to Cc(G, I) and = f (See Definition 
2.1.5). 
Coversely, let f G C^G, /)，$(/) G /，r). Hence <l>(Ce(G', I)) = Cc(G, I, r). 
Prom Proposition 2.1.9, we know that = $ (a / ) , where a E A, f e 
Cc(G). Hence lm{p) = = the C* algebra generated by x G / , / G 
Cc{G)} in C*{G,A,T). But lm(p) is ideal in C*{G,A,R). Hence Im(p) = the 
ideal generated by { i 如 G / , / e Cc(G)} in 
Proposition 4.2.3. The natural map from Cc(G, A, r) into Cc(G, A/I, T^") ex-
tends to a * homomorphism a of C*(G^A^r) onto C*�G�Aj 1,1~八丨1�with kernel 
E x g , 
Proof: Define 
Oc � / ) � = 
{jA/i{a)f)(s) = af(s) 
where f G Cc(G, A/I, t � 0 ’ teG.aeA 
Let a = jA/i X j o ： 一 C*((；’ A / / , — " ) 
where a ( / ) ( r ) 二 / ( r ) + / , / e Ce(G,A,r),r G G. 
Denote the natural embeddings of G and A/I into M{C*(G, A / 1 b y 
iJf^ 'i a n d r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
It is directly to check that 
冲 M ) = � z / ( a + / ) 
c^m)) = io'^t) 
where a G A,t ^ G. 
Since C*(G’ 々 /，—"）is generated by + e AJe Cc{G)} 
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Therefore a is onto. 
Since P{C*{GJ,T^)) is generated by { iYa) i&( / ) ’ a € AJe Cc(G)}. 
Hence 
kenr 3 
kero- D x e l j e Cc(G) 
(j{eA{x)iUf)) = 0, for s l l x e l j e Cc(G) 
a(i\{x)) = 0,x e I, as (7 is non-degenerate 
So we have kera D p{C*{G, / ’T , ) ) . Then we define quotient map induced by a. 
a ： C*(G，A, t)IP{C^{G, /，r^) —> A/I, T - � 
Suppose kercr 名 p{C*{GJ,T^)). Let TT x [/ be representation of C*{G,A,T) 
vanishing on p(C*{G, ！’丁！)) =Ex良/, such that when TT x U regarded as the rep-
resentation of C*(G, A,r ) /Exg^/ is faithful. 
Then by the similar argument as above, we have 7r(/) = 0. Define the represen-
tation of (7*(G，4/ / ,—" ) by 
亓(a+ /) = TT(a),U{t) = U�t), where a e A,t E G 
We have 
((亓 xi>>:;)(/ + ExST/) - f HHfm)u(t)di 
JG/NT 
= [ n ( m ) U ( t ) d i 
JG/Nr 
= ( T T X [ / ) ( / ) 
where f E Cc(G, A,T). 
Choose :r G ken7\ Ex%J. Then (TT X U){X) + 0，but (亓 x U){A(x)) = 0. We 
have a contradiction. ‘ 
Therefore kera = /^(^^(G',/,r^). 
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Remarks 4.2.4. 
(i)It is quite natural to ask that which ideal of C*(G, A,r) is in the form of 
P{C*{GJ,T)) for some ideal I in A. But even in case A-= C,G = R, this does 
not hold. 
(ii)Prom the proof of above theorem, an irreducible representation nxU ofC*{G, A, r) 




5.1 Quasi regular systems 
The first step of Mackey Machine is to study of the group actions on primitive 
ideal spaces of smaller groups. Hence we need to study the orbit spaces under 
group actions. But orbit spaces are very complicated,at least in the topological 
senses, they are not TQ in general. Hence instead of studying orbit spaces, we will 
discuss quasi-orbit spaces which are TQ spaces and we will see that under some 
conditions, they coincide. 
In this section {G,A,T) is a twisted covariant system. Given I E Prim(A), 
we denote the orbit G{I) = s G G}. 
Theorem 5.1.1. Suppose I,J E Pnm(A). We have GI=GJ €G(I) = G{J) in 
Fnm(A). 
53 
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Proof: 
gi =GJ P r z = f r J 
seG seG 
^ ker(G(/)) - ker(G(J)) 
hull(ker(G(/))) 二 hull(ker(G(J))) 
肖 m ) = W ) 
Definition 5.1.2. For I € Prim(A), define Q/ - {J G Prim(A), G(7) = G(J)}. 
Then Qj is called a G quasi-orbit of I and we denote its common G-kernel by 
ker(Qj). The collection Q of all G quasi-orbits in Prim(A) with the quotient 
topology arising from the surjection TTQ : I ——> Qj of Prim (A) onto Q is called 
quasi-orbit space. 
Recall in Chapter 4 that ^I(A) is the set of G-invariant ideals in A. 
Proposition 5.1.3. TTQ is open and the map Q ——S ——>• kerS is a 
homeomorphism onto its image in 
Proof: Let 
/ : P r i m � ~ 工 ⑷ ； ^ p l ^ p where P G Prim{A) 
seG 
We first show that f is continuous open map of Prim(A) onto its image in 
Indeed, from Proposition 4.1.8 we have QP By the continu-
ities of Res窝T and Ind艮，f is continuous. 
To verify the openness of / , we choose an open set = Q/ A Prim(A)( Recall 
the notation at the beginning of Chapter 4). Let J = �I . For P G Prim⑷，if 
P eU then GP 2 丄 Therefore G 尸 G Qj-
Conversely, if qP € Qj, there exists s e G such that ^ I. Since 二G 
P, F{U) = QJ n /(Prim(A)). Hence f is open and continuous. From this, we 
have Q ——^^ S ——>• ker5 is a homeomorphism. 
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Definition 5.1.4. Let J be a primitive ideal of C*{G,A,T), J is said to live on 
the quasi orbit S if Res%^J =kerS. (G, A,r) is quasi regular if every primitive 
ideal of C*{G, A,r) lives on a quasi-orbit. 
Definition 5.1.5. A topological space is totally Baire if each locally closed set of 
it is Baire (with relative topology) and is irreducible if it is not the union of two 
proper closed subsets. 
Proposition 5.1.6. A space T is irreducible iff every non empty open set is 
dense. 
Proof: Suppose there exists an non empty open set U which is not dense in T. 
Then F = T\U 3 T\U is non empty closed set.Thus，T 二 a contradiction. 
Hence T is irreducible. 
Conversely, suppose T = Fi U F2, with Fi, F^ closed and properly contained 
in T. Then U = T\Fi is non-empty open set. But U C F2, hence U is not dense 
in T. 
Proposition 5.1.7. Let T be a totally Baire space which is second countable, 
then a non-empty closed subset F of T is irreducible iff it is the closure a single 
point. 
Proof: By the hypothesis, F is Baire and second countable.Suppose that F is 
irreducible, let { [ / „ } be the countable base of F, then from Proposition 5.1.6， 
each Un is dense in F. Since F is Baire, we have f \ Un is non empty, suppose 
X G rin Un, then = F. 
Conversely, it is clear that any topological space containing a dense point is 
irreducible. 
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Proposition 5.1.8. There exists a natural hijection between and the col-
lection of closed subsets of Q, to which each I G^ X{A) associates 7TQ{hull{I)). 
Proof: Given I G ^X(A), let -hull(/). We first show that Trf (7rQ(W^c))= 
W^. 
Suppose P eW and P e ttq\TTQ{W)), then 7rQ(P) 6 -KQiW). Hence there 
exists J e w such that TTQ (尸)=TTQ (乃-Thus 
I = NSEC'I C NSEG'^^ = NSEG'J C J 
We have J €hull(/) = W, which is a contradiction. Hence 7rQ(hull(/)) is a closed 
subset. Suppose 5' is a closed subset in Q, then 7TQ{S) is a G-invariant closed 
subset in Prim(A). Let I =ker(7rf (<S)) G^ I{A) and 
7re(hull(/)) = 7rQ(hiill(ker(7rAS)))) = S 
Thus, the corresponding is bijective. Furthermore the bijection is order reversing. 
Proposition 5.1.9. If the quasi orbit space Q is second countable, then r) 
is quasi-regular. 
Proof: For any P G Prim(C*(G, A, r)), we show that the closed subset F of Q 
corresponding to P is irreducible. 
Assume that F = Fi U F2, where Fi, F2 are proper closed subsets of F. 
Let / , / i ’ / 2 be ideals of A corresponding to F, Fi, F2 respectively.Thus, Ii 门 
h = /.Since C*(G, hy�C*(G, c C*(G',/, r ^ (regarding as ideals in 
We have 
Exg^/i n C Ex%J = Ex%Res%^P C P 
Since P is prime, without loss of generality, assume 
Exg^/i C P, so 
h = Res良 Exg^/i C Res良 P 二 I 
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Hence Fi D F, which is a contradiction. Therefore F is irreducible. 
By proposition 5.1.7, there exists Q e Q such that {Q } = F. Then kerQ=Res§ P 
and (G, A, r) is quasi-regular. 
5.2 First Step of Mackey Machine 
The first step of classical Mackey Machine is to determinate which primitive ideal 
of C*{G) is induced from a smaller normal subgroup of G. And we now look at 
the case of twisted crossed products. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let {A, G, a, r) be a twisted covariant system and let P e 
Prim(^) such that the G— orbit G{P) = {®P, 5 G G} is locally closed. As-
sume further that the canonical map G/Sp ——> G[P); s ——P is a homeo-
morphism, where Sp = {s e Gf P — P} denotes the stabilizer of P. Then 
4g(/)’tG(p)) is Morita equivalent to C*{Sp, where AG{P),AP is 
subquotient of A determined by the locally closed set G'(P), {P} respectively and 
are the natural twisted actions induced from r. 
Proof: Note that any locally closed set S C P r i m � is of the form / / J ( 
See [3] ) where / , J are ideals in A with I D J. And since G/Sp ~> G{P) is 
homeomorphism, hence {P} is locally closed. The result directly follows from 
Theorem 17 of [7]. 
Remarks 5 .2 .2 . : 
(i) When A, G are separable, A is of type I and G(P) is locally closed in Prim(A)， 
then the assumptions of Theorem 5.2.1 are satisfied ( See [I4] )• 
(a)Suppose G is separable and M is a type I normal closed subgroup of G. Prom 
section 1, we know that C*{G, ^ C*(G). Hence in order to study the 
local structure ofC*{G), we will often apply the remark (i). 
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(iii)Given P e Prim(Aj and n e N” " P = P. Hence, every stabilizer contains 
Nr. 
Proposition 5.2.3. Let P € Prim(A). Suppose G{P) is locally closed, then 
G{P) is a quasi-orbit. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that G{P) = Qp. Clearly, G{P) C Qp. Conversely, 
since G(P) is locally closed, then there exists a G-invariant ideal I such that 
seG 
Let K e Qp, then 门^日^‘乂 = A s e G ^ . Hence f U c '尸 ^ K and 
K ^ {^'K ^ ^ = I 
seG seG seG 
Therefore, K e G(P) and we have G(P) = Qp. 
Theorem 5.2.4. Suppose {G,A,T) is a separable twisted covariant system (i.e. 
A and G are separable ), A is of type I and all G-orbits in Prim(A) are locally 
closed, then every primitive ideal of C*(G,A,T) is the kernel of a representation 
induced from a stabilizer of some P G Prim(yl). 
Proof: Let L = TTL X UL ^ A, T)八，where (TTL, T/i) is the corresponding 
twisted covariant representation. Then by Proposition 5.1.9, there exists Q e Q 
such that 
ker(7ri) = Res 良(ker = ker(Q). 
Since every orbit is locally closed, from Proposition 5.2.3, Q = G{P) for some P € 
Prim(v4). Using Proposition 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, we can regard C*(5p, Ap, r^), C*{G, 『^(户)) 
as the subquotients of C*(5p, A, r), C*{G, A, T) respectively. Since ker(7rL)=ker(Q)= 
OseG^^^ 兀L can be regarded as the representation of AG{P)- Therefore TTL X 
UL E (:7*(G,Ag(p)’TG(P))a. Following Theorem 5.2.1. and the remark 5.2.2(i), 
C*(Sp, Ap, T^) is Moritaequivalent to C*(G, 『〇(？)，there exists (TT^, U'J) G 
C * { S p , A , T f such that Indgp(74 x C/；) = TTL x [/. 
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5.3 Second step of Mackey Machine 
The second step of classical Mackey Machine is the determination of Prim(C*(G)) 
by the information of normal subgroup say N oi G and the quotient group G/N. 
We will generalize this process to the case of twisted crossed product. 
Throughout the section,assume A is primitive. 
Let hi denote the unitary group of M{A) , endowed with the strict topology 
and VIA =UIZU, where ZU is the center oiU. We endow VU with the quotient 
topology, so that VU becomes a topological group. Consider the continuous 
injection: 
C ： VU ^ Aut{A)X{u)a = uau\ 
where u is the canonical image of u in VU, ae A and Aut{A) is the automorphism 
group of A endowed with the topology of pointwise norm convergence on A. 
Definition 5.3.1. A twisted covariant system {G,A,r) is said to be generalized 
inner if the action G on A is induced by a continuous homomorphism of G into 
VU. 
Suppose (G, y4, r) is generalized inner and a is the corresponding homomor-
phism of G into VU, then Prim(A) = {0}, hence C^(Prim(A)) consists of constant 
functions only. By Dauns-Hoffmann theorem, we have ZM{A) consists of scalar 
multiples of the identity, so that the quotient map P' : U ^ VU has kernel 
isomorphism to T. 
Let 
G" ={{s,u)eGxU, a(s) = {u)} 
G" is equipped with relative product topology. And there is a natural group 
structure on G". 
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Then there is a natural short exact sequence of topological groups 
⑴ 一 T 工 G，，么 G — (1) 
where � =( l G , t l M ( A ) ) and a (s, u) = s. Since TT is a homeomorphism from 
T onto its image and a is open and continuous, so G' is locally compact . 
The map ^^ : N (n,T(n)) is a continuous isomorphism OI N = N^. 
onto a closed normal subgroup of G". Since 7T(T) n 7;V(A0 = {1G ’ ’}, there-
fore N" = 7Tr(Tr)7iv(A0 may be identified with T x iV. We denote PJ and P^ the 
corresponding projections of N" onto its factors. 
We will define two twisted covariant systems associated with G". 
Let Ti : n ~ > P f i n ) , then (G'",C,ri) is a twisted covariant system. Note 
that ri(77v(iV)) = {IT}, thus if we define G' = G"/JN{N), and r' : N"/JN{N) ~ . 
T,n"77v(iV) ~ P J I N ) , we can form a twisted covariant system (G',C,T') and 
C*(G' ,C,r ' ) is isomorphic to C*(G",C,TI) via the isomorphism 
q ： C*(G'，C’T') 一 = (foq){s\ 
where q is the natural quotient map from G" to G " f G Cc(G',C,r'). 
Define an action G" on A via the the composition of a with a, and take 
丁2 = T o PN. We can form a twisted covariant system (G”，A,T"2). Using the 
same above argument we can show that C*{G\A,T2) is naturally isomorphic to 
Definition 5.3.2. The above twisted covariant system (G',C, r') is called Mackey 
system for (G, A, r). 
In following , we will prove that A ^rnax , C, n ) ^ ，A, t"2). Before 
proving this, we need following propositions. 
Proposition 5.3.3. Define R' : G" ^ M{C*{G\A,T2)), by 
R' is continuous homomorphism . 
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Proof: Since ，• are continuous homomorphisms and i � i s unitary, hence 
R' is a continuous homomorphism. Suppose x G M{A),a G A, then 
=i'2{u~^)i'2(ois(,xa))i2" (s, u) 
= 嚇 眺 u)切 a) 
Therefore 
R'{SiS2,UiU2) 二 ’以(Wfl)&2«l)@(Si,Ui)ig’’(S2,ii2) 
= ( S 2 , U2) 
=B!{Si,Ui)R'{S2,U2) 
Hence R' is a continuous homomorphism. 
Let S be the canonical homomorphism of C onto scalar multiples of the iden-
tity of M(C*(G\A,T2)). (R\S) is n preserving. Let R" = R' x S, since 
R:,S commute with we have image of PC commutes with ^^(A). Hence 
{I^, i?") defines a homomorphism R = Q ^MAX 丑” of A (^RNAX C*{G\C,TI) into 
M{C*(G\A,T2)), such that R[a � = AJe Cc(G\C,n). 
Proposition 5.3.4. The image of R is C*(G", A,r2). 
Proof: Since the image oi R = [Q (A)li' {Cc(G", C, ri)], we are going to show 
that K (A)B：' (Ce(G", C, ri)]-C*(G", A, T2). Since 
= [ " �, / e C c ( G ” ) ] 
We have to show that [R'2{A)R： = C*{G\A,T2). Let a e AJ e Cc(G") 
and d(s,u) be the Haar measure of G". Given e > 0, decomposes suppf into 
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t 
finitely many Borel sets Bi,l <i <n with representative {si,Ui) e Bi such that 
| K » - i - a 彻 - i | | < e/il. sups'^^G"f(s)) 
where I denotes the d(s,u) measure of suppf. Let fi = XSi, then fi e L^(G"). 
Let 
n 
T=qm'm - E 咖（ 1 ) 糾） 
i=l 
in M{C*(G", A, T2)). Hence T is a bounded operator on C*(G" ’ A, T2). It is direct 
to see that | |r | | < e, so that, as e is arbitrary, 
Q{A)R'{C,{G)) C [q(A)q,(L\G"))] C C*(G\A,T2) 
Using the same arguement, we show that for any a e A, h G Cc(G"), the 
e\ementi]l{a)i'^«{h) can be approximated arbitrarily closely by elements in the 
span of i]l(A)H\L\G")). Therefore K(A)H'(Li(G”) ) ] = C*(G，’, A, T"2). 
Proposition 5.3.5. R is one-one . 
Proof :Let M = M(A ^rnax C*(G",C,ri)). Define homomorphisms R2 by: 
Ri : A M,Ri(a){x^ f) = ax^ f, 
R2 ： G" ~> M, i?2(s’ u)(x (g)f)=ux<g) i2’' (s, u)f 
where a e A, (s,u) e G\x e AJ e Cc(G",C,ri). Then (Ri, R2) is a covariant 
representation and is T2 preserving. Hence R3 = x 丑2 is a *-homomorphism of 
C*{G", A, T2) into X . It is easy to check that R3 is non-degenerate( Le.[Rs{C*{G" ’ A, t"2)). 
{A <^rnax C*(C", C, Ti))] 二 <^max C*(G" , C, Ti)). Let R3 denote the canonical 
extension of R3 to M(C*(G'\ A,T2)). Suppose f G Cc(G", A , T 2 ) , (SI,UI), (S,U) G 
G \ then 
= Rs(R'{si,Ui)f) 
= / ((i?'(si,Ui)/)(s, u) (g) lMic*iG\c,n))){u � i � ’ (s, w))d(s, u) 
JG" /N" 
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=/ <S> l){u^Q<(s,u))d{s,u) 
JG" /N" 
=/ (/(sj^^s, u^ ^w) (g) l){uiu (g) zg-. (s, u))d(s, u) 
JG"/N" 
= / (/(s, u) (g) l)(u (g) zg.. (siS, Uiw))d(s, u) 
JG"/N" 
= [ (1® ip’’ (si,Wi))(/(s, u) (8)l)(n0 Q’ (s, u))d(s~u) 
JG"/N" 
= ( l<8) i3 , , ( s i，ui_ / ) 
Hence, i?3 o i?' = 1 0 i� ’，therefore, 
= f f(s,u)R3{R'(s,u))d(s~u) 
•/GVAT 
二 / /(s, u){l (g) (s, ti))d(s, u) 
JG"/N" 
= 1 (g) / in 
Therefore Rs o R" is the canonical embedding of C*(G",C,ri) into M. Simi-
larly i?3 o is the canonical embedding of A into M. Then R^ o R{a ^ f)= 
R3{R]l{a)R"(f)) 二 a® /，hence R is one-one. 
Theorem 5.3.6. [7j,[8l,[15l Let (G, A,r) be generalize inner, with A primitive, 
and let (G'’C,r') be the associated Mackey system. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism of A ^rnax C*{G',C, r') onto C*(G, A, r). 
Proof: We have proved earlier that C*(G”，A, T2) ^ A, r) and C*(G，，, C, n ) ^ 
C*(G',C,r') . Thus, combining with Proposition 5.3.4 and Proposition 5.3.5, we 
have the result. 




6.1 Dual spaces of Abelian systems 
In last section of chapter 5, we know that structure of twisted crossed products 
is highly related to its Mackey system. And in this section, we will study the 
simplest case of Mackey system, that is Abelian system. 
Definition 6.1.1. A twisted covariant system (G,C,r) is called abelian system 
ifG/Nr is abelian. 
Throughout the remaining section G/Nr will be abelian and is denoted by G. 
Definition 6.1.2. Given abelian system (G,C,r) , we have a natural action a of 
G on C * ( G ’ C , T ) 
{&J){s) = < ^ ^ f { s ) (6.1) 
where f e Cc(G, C ,r ) ,x G G. This action is called dual action. 
Proposition 6.1.3. C*{G,C*{G, A,T)) is Morita equivalent to A. 
Proof: See [7 . 
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Remarks 6.1.4. Proposition 6.1.3 is just the weak form of Takesaki duality the-
orem which is valid for non-trivial r. 
In particular we have 
Proposition 6.1.5. C, T)) ^ }C{n)Jor some Hilbert space H. 
Proof: Taking A = C in Proposition 6.1.3，then C*(G,C,r)) is Morita 
equivalent to C. Therefore, C*((5, C*(G, C, r)))' ' = Prim(C*(4c*(G,C,r))) . 
A 
Thus C*(G,C*(G,C,r)) is of type I and primitive. Let {-K.H^) be an irreducible 
representation of r)) corresponding to the primitive ideal {0}. 
Then 
is the isomorphism that we need. 
Definition 6.1.6. An Abelian system (G,C,r) is said to he reduced if r is an 
isomorphism of Nr onto T. Moreover a reduced abelian system (G,C,r) is called 
totally skew if the center of G is iV” 
Proposition 6.1.7. Suppose (G,C’r) is reduced, then we have 
(i) Nr is central in G. 
(ii) G is unimodular. 
(Hi) For any s,r G G, € Nr and the commutator depends only on the 
cosets s,r. 
(iv) hr ： G ~ G , h r ( f ) { s ) = T(srs—1广1) is a continuous homomorphism, 
where s, r 6 G. 
(v) (ShT�/)(r) = (7f/)(r) 
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Proof: 
(i)For all s € G, n G N” r(sns"^) = as(r(n)) 二 7"(ri)，hence sn = ns. 
(ii)Given any f G Cc(G), 
[mAG(t-')dt = [ f{t-')di 
JG JG 




= f MDT 
JG 
Therefore (力)=1, for all t G G. 
(iii)This follow from the fact that G/Nr is abelian and Nr is central in G. 
(iv)This follow from the fact that r is continuous. 
(v)(7?(/))M = as{f{s-'rs)) = /(s-Vsr'V) 二 f(r)T(s-irsr-i) = K(s-')(f)f{r)= 
(^hr{s)f){r)-
Proposition 6.1.8. Given reduced abelian system (G,C,r), the following condi-
tions are equivalent: 
(i) (G, C, r) is totally skew 
(ii) hr is one-one 
(iii) hr{G) is the dense subgroup of G. 
Proof: We only need to prove (ii)<^=>(iii), but this follows from Pontrjagin the-
ory( See [6]). 
Proposition 6.1.9. Suppose that (G,C,r) is totally skew, then C*(G,C，r) is 
simple. 
Proof: Prom Proposition 6.1.8, hr(G) is a dense subgroup of G. And from 
Proposition 6.1.7，7f(/) = ahr{s)(f), for s 6 G, / G C*(G,C,r). As any ideal 
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in M{C*(G,A,T)) is G invariant, thus HR{G) acts trivially on the ideal space 
J(C*(G,C,T)). Since the action of G on I{C*(G,C,T)) is jointly continuous, 
and X(C*(G,C, r)) is TQ space, the stabilizers of each point is closed. Suppose 
J E X(C*(G,C,r)) . Let SJ be the stabilizer of J, then H入&) C SJ, Since SJ 
A. A 
is closed, we have G = SJ. Therefore G acts trivially on I{C*{G,C,T)) and any 
ideal in T(C*(G', C, r)) is G invariant. 
If there are two distinct non-zero ideals / , J of C*(G, C, r), then from Proposi-
I A 二 
tion 4.1.11, we have two non-zero distinct ideals ind &/，ind g ) J of C*(G, C*{G, C, r)). 
But from Proposition 6.1.5, C*(G, C*(G, C, r)) is simple, a contradiction. There-
fore C*(G,C,T) is simple. 
Suppose G is abelian, then C*(G, C, r) is commutative. Hence we can identify 
(via the map L ~ ^ UL) Pnm(C*(G,C,r)) as a subset of G consisting of those 
characters whose restriction to Nr equal r. 
Proposition 6.1.10. Let A be a a united C* algebra, and denote its center by 
Z{A). Let B C Z{A) be a subalgebra of A and P e Prim(A). Then B n P is a 
primitive ideal of B. 
Proof: It follows from Schur lemma directly. 
Theorem 6.1.11. Let (G,C,r) be a reduced abelian system , and Z be the center 
OFG. 
Then Resf : Prim(C*(G,C’7")) ^ Prim(C*(Z, C,r) ) is a homeomorphism. 
Proof: Since Z is abelian, C*(Z, C, r) is commutative. Prom Theorem 2.2.3, we 
know that C * ( G , C , T ) ^ C,r),r^).Let I E Prim(C*(Z,C,r)), and 
X be the character of Z corresponding to it, and let J = E x f / . Since Z is central 
in G, I is fixed by the action of G. Thus, by Proposition 4.2.3, we have 
C*(G，C*(Z，C ’t)，T勺/J 芒 B 色 C*(G,C*(Z,C,T)/I, (T勺 
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Since C*(Z, C, r) is commutative ’ C*(Z, C, r ) / / may be naturally identified with 
C in such a way that ( � ” � ,b e c o m e s x on Z, hence B ^ C*(G, C, x). 
Let K be the kernel of X and G' = G/K. Define r' on Z/K by T'{SK) = x(s) 
for all s e Z. C*(G,C,x) is naturally isomorphic to C*(G' ,C,r ' ) . By definition . 
of T'，C*(G',C，/) is reduced. 
Let rK G G'\(Z/K). Since r does not belong to Z�there exists s e G with 
r s r - i s - i ^ 1g. Then r {rKsK{rK)-\sK)-^) = rirsr-^s-^) + 1. So rK does 
not commute with sK and thus it is not central. Therefore the center of G' is 
Z/K, so (G'',C,T') is totally skew. 
Prom Proposition 6.1.9，C*(G'’C，t') is simple, as 
C* (G,C,T ) /Ex f / ^ B ^ C*(G' ,C,r ' ) 
and C(G, C, r ) /Ex f / is simple. Hence Exf / is maximal, for any I 6 Prim(C*(Z,C,T)). 
Let P e Prim(C*(G,C,r)), using Proposition 6.1.10 ,4.1.3 and the fact that 
C*(Z,C,T) acts non-degenerate on C*(G,C’r ) ’ we deduce that ResfP is prim-
itive . S i n c e Ex fRes fP C P (Proposition 4.1.4), we see by the above that 
P 二ExgResgR A s P = ExgResfP C IndgResfP(Proposition 4.1.13), by max-
imality of P, we have P = indfResfP. By continuity of Ind and Res, the map 
P - ^ R e s f P is a homeomorphism of Prim(C*(G',C,r)) onto Prim(C*(Z,C,T)). 
As Prim(C*(Z, C, r)) may be identified with the subset of Z consisting of those 
characters whose restriction to Nr equal r, hence we can completely describe 
Prim(C*(G,C，7"))’ when (G,C,r ) is a reduced abelian system. 
Chapter 7 
Appendix 
7.1 Classical version of induced representation 
We will give an alternate description of induced representations of covariant sys-
tems which coincides with Takesaki's in the separable case [1]. 
Given a twisted covariant system (A,G,Q:,r),丑 is a closed subgroup con-
taining N丁. Let G,H be quotient groups G/NR,H/NR respectively. Suppose 
L = TTL X UL IS & representation of A, r) on HL-
Let J^ = {f e C{G,HL)J{xh) = {AH{h)/AG{h)Y^'UL(h)f(x),x e G,h e 
H and ||/(.)|| has compact support in G/NR}. 
We define MH) = ( A G / AW / A / ^ / A T J " ) ) " ' , e H. 
Suppose f,g eJ^, then for any r] G Cc{G/Nr), there exists a positive measure 
fif, such that: 
f < f{t),g(t)�2 ” �d i = [ Pgr]{s)d^if,g(s) 
JG/Nr JG/H 
’ where Prj(s) = r](sh)dh. By the definition of •F。，lif�g{G/H�is finite. 
Write < f,g >= iif{G/H). Then < . > is positive Hermitian, and we endow 
J^ with this inner product. 
Let •F be the completion of under this inner product. Suppose we are 
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given / G 乂 G HL- Then we define : 
JH/Nr 
where s eG. Let V be the set of all such functions. Clearly, V CJ^. 
Remarks 7.1.1. Suppose fuh G J^. If ||/i - / 2 I I = 0,then /i(s) = / 2 ( s ) ， / o r 
all s e G. Hence there is exactly one continuous representative element in each 
equivalent class in T. 
Proposition 7.1.2. {r/’“So) : f ^ C^G, 乂 G HL} is dense in HL for all 
So e G. 
Proof: Consider u G Cc(G) and {ux) be approximate units of A 
Set fx = ^uxuj) ( c.f. Definition 2.1.5 ). 
Then for all e Kl, 
JH 
= [ M h ) < 7rL(a,-i (fx{sh)))ULm, v > dh 
JH 
=[(f)H(h) < TTii I as-i(ux")uJx'(shn)T{hnh-^)dn)UL{h)^,v > dh 
JH JNr 
= [ [ uj{shn) < 'KL(as-i(ux))7rL{r{hnh-^))UL(h)^,v > dndh 
JH JNr 
= I I uj(shn) < TTiXcts-八uxy)UiXhn)“ > dn)d~h 
JH JNr 






Therefore, { r / ’ “So) ： f G G HL} is dense in HL for all s � G G. 
Proposition 7.1.3. V is dense in T. 
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Proof: Let f € Cc(G�, a E A ^ ^ and 6 be a Bruhat cross section of G/N^ 
with respect to H/Nr- Denote f'==少(�/). Then 
< > 
^ J J b(t)Mh) < 7r,(a,-.(/(th))m,m > dhdi 
二 1 1 b(t)Mh) < > 
二 / / b ( t ) M h ) < > 編力~ 
JG JH 
二 f f b购(h)A兵(hi < ndaH-^Mf'mmm) > dhdi 
Jg JH 
=[[b{th-')Afi{h-')) < > 
Jh JG 
=[< > y?(认-1)八,”)— 
J G 
= [ [ f ( t n ) < 机t)�如站 
JG JNr 
= [ f f(tn) < niXc^n今她’姆n) > dndi 
JG Jnt 
= [ / ⑴ <7rL(at-i ⑷K，则〉d力 
JG 
Hence < t t l (务丄⑷乂’ •〉二 0,力 G G, a G 成 a^  the map t —< 1 � ) € ’ 糊 � 
is continuous. Therefore,we have 二 0. The proposition is proved. 
Let ；q = = CC(H,AT) be subalgebra of C*(//’ A T ) . Define 
a map: 
e:Xo(g)?^L — 厂 mas) = rv’�(s) 
Bo 
where f e XQ,^ EHL^S e G. 
Theorem 7.1.4. 0 is an isometry. 
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= j I 0 ⑷ 兀 “ a s - i ( 刺 ' 一 d A 
JH JH 
= f L 兀L(as-�f(shh'))ahAg(h'’)WLmdh'dh 
JH JH 
= j mWs-八f . 9)ish)))ULmdh 
=e(/•仏0� 
Hence e ( / ’ 以.0 = e ( / •仏 0 , © is well-defined. So,we only need to show that 0 
is an isometry. Suppose f,g € 4 �G H,.Let b be the Bruhat function as in 
Proposition 7.1.3. 
< e(/,o，e(仏…〉二 j , i t �< e(/，_,e(禱)�报 
= [ b { t ) / f Hhh') < 7rL(CH-�f(th)))UL(h)biX(^t-如(th'))UrXh'yv > dhdh'di 
J G J H J H 
= [ b { t ) [ i m ' ) < > dhdh'di 
J G J H J H 
= J b(t) j I Hhh'h') < TTrXa广队th'丫nth'hmihWlv > dhdh'di 
=[[[Aa{h"'')b(th"'mhh'h') < 7rL{at-MtrfW))UL{h)^,v > didhdh' 
J H J H J G 




Hence 6 is isometry. 
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Define a covariant representation ((IndgL)G, (IndgLW of A, r) given 
by 
( ( I n d g Z ^ ) c W ) / � =/ � I s ) 
( ( I n d g L ) » ) / � 二 TTzXo^ s-i � ) / � 
where a e A,t e GJ G F. It is easy to check that ((IndgL)A，（IndgZ^G) is 
twist preserving and 0 is an intertwin operator between (IndgL)^ x (IndgL)G 
and Ind^L. 
When N丁 = { I c } , ((IndgL)^, (IndgL)^) is just the covariant pair of Take-
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